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PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND  
REGIONAL CITIZENS’ ADVISORY COUNCIL 

MINUTES 
MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 
January 24-25, 2008 
Anchorage, Alaska  

 
Members Present 
John Allen Tatitlek Corporation & Tatitlek Village IRA Council 
Patience Andersen Faulkner Cordova District Fishermen United 
Nancy Bird City of Cordova 
Al Burch Kodiak Island Borough 
Pat Duffy  Alaska State Chamber of Commerce 
Jane Eisemann City of Kodiak 
Larry Evanoff (non-voting) Chenega Corporation & Chenega IRA Council 
John French City of Seward 
Cathy Hart   Alaska Wilderness Recreation & Tourism Association 
Marilynn Heddell  City of Whittier 
Blake Johnson Kenai Peninsula Borough 
George Levasseur City of Valdez 
Stephen Lewis City of Seldovia 
Dorothy Moore  City of Valdez 
Iver Malutin (non-voting) Kodiak Village Mayors Association 
Walter Parker  Oil Spill Environmental Coalition 
John Velsko (via teleconference) City of Homer 
 
Members Absent 
Sheri Buretta   Chugach Alaska Corporation 
Thane Miller  Prince William Sound Aquaculture Corporation 
Pete Kompkoff Chenega Corporation & Chenega IRA Council 
Jim Nestic  Kodiak Village Mayors Association 
 
Ex-Officio Members Present 
Scott Pexton Alaska Department of Natural Resources 
Ron Doyel Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
CDR Verne Gifford U. S. Coast Guard 
Joe Hughes U.S. Bureau of Land Management 
W. Scott Pegau  Oil Spill Recovery Institute 
Wanice Cowles Alaska Div. of Homeland Security & Emgcy Mgmt. 
 
Committee Members Present 
Bob Benda  TOEM Committee 
JoAnn Benda TOEM Committee 
Jerry Brookman OSPR Committee 
Bob Flint OSPR Committee 
Robert Jaynes POVTS Committee 
Pete Heddell POVTS Committee 
George Skladal TOEM Committee 
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Staff Present 
Donna Schantz Director of Programs 
Lisa Ka’aihue Director of Administration 
Linda Robinson Outreach Coordinator 
Jennifer Fleming Executive Assistant 
Tom Kuckertz Project Manager 
Roy Robertson Project Manager 
Susan Sommer Project Manager 
Linda Swiss Project Manager 
Joe Banta Project Manager 
Chris Jones  Project Manager 
Emily Polley Project Manager Assistant 
Jacquelyn Olson Project Manager Assistant 
Mary Schonberger Office Manager 
 
Others Present 
Barry Roberts  Alyeska Pipeline Service Company 
Mike Meadors Alyeska Pipeline Service Company/SERVS 
Kathy Zinn (via teleconference) Alyeska Pipeline Service Company/VMT 
Kris O’Connor Polar Tankers 
Monty Morgan  Polar Tankers 
Ralph Rohena Polar Tankers 
Fred LeJeune Polar Tankers 
Ed Thompson  BP 
Jeff Johnson BP 
Tom Colby Alaska Tanker Company 
Anil Mathur Alaska Tanker Company 
Tom Blanchard SeaRiver Maritime 
Mike Rampolla Crowley Maritime 
Rhonda Williams  Bureau of Land Management/Joint Pipeline Office 
John Kotula Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
CPT Mark Devries U.S. Coast Guard 
Becky Speigel  Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
Susan Harvey Harvey Consulting, LLC 
Doug Mertz (via teleconf. for Item 4-9 only) PWSRCAC Legislative Monitor 
Bill Walker Legal counsel: Walker & Levesque, LLC 
Tom Lakosh  Citizen 
Chad Bowechop (via teleconf for public comment) Ocean Policy Makah Tribal Cncl, WA. 
 
 
Thursday, January 24, 2008 
 
Call to Order, Welcome and Introductions 
A regular meeting of the Board of Directors of the Prince William Sound Regional 
Citizens’ Advisory Council was held January 24 and 25, 2008, at the Sheraton Hotel, 
Anchorage, Alaska.  President Patience Andersen Faulkner called the meeting to order at 
8:40 a.m. on January 24, 2008.  
 
A roll call was taken.  The following 11 voting directors were present at the time of the 
roll call, representing a quorum for the conduct of business: Allen, Burch, Duffy, 
Eisemann, Faulkner, French, Heddell, Johnson, Levasseur, Moore, and Parker. Larry 
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Evanoff and Iver Malutin were present as alternates for Pete Kompkoff and Jim Nestic, 
respectively, but in a non-voting capacity.  Nancy Bird arrived immediately after the call 
to order at 8:43 a.m., John Velsko joined (via teleconference) at 8:48 a.m., and Steve 
Lewis arrived later in the afternoon at 3:55 p.m. 
 
Directors introduced themselves and reported briefly on their activities since the 
September meeting. 
 
(Nancy Bird and John Velsko (via teleconference) joined the meeting during the 
introductions: 13 directors present.) 
 
AGENDA (1-0) 
The agenda was presented for consideration (green sheet).  
 
Heddell moved to approve the agenda as presented.  Bird seconded.  There were no 
objections, and the agenda was approved as presented.  
 
DIRECTOR APPOINTMENT (4-17) 
Faulkner noted the resignation of Stan Stephens and the nomination of Cathy Hart for 
the Alaska Wilderness Recreation & Tourism Association (AWRTA) seat. 
 
Moore moved to confirm and seat Cathy Hart as the Alaska Wilderness Recreation & 
Tourism Association representative for the unexpired term ending May 2009.  Eisemann 
seconded.  Hart introduced herself to the Board and gave a brief summary of her 
background.  The motion passed unanimously. 
 
MINUTES (1-1, 1-2) 
Allen moved to approve the minutes of the regular Board Meeting of September 20-21, 
2007; and the minutes of the Special Board Meeting of November 30, 2007.    
The motion was seconded. 

• Correction:  Correct the spelling of the name of Antonio Valdes on page 12 of the 
September 20-21, 2007, minutes. 

There were no other corrections or changes, and the minutes of both meetings were 
approved, as corrected. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENTS 
There were two comments from the public: 
 
Tom Lakosh urged the Board to reject the draft letter prepared by PWSRCAC staff to 
Larry Dietrick, Director of the Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) which 
was in the meeting materials as attachment E to briefing sheet Item 4-13.  He took 
exception to the comment in the draft letter which read:  [W]hile Mr. Lakosh’s issues are 
closely aligned with PWSRCAC’s concerns and have some merit, PWSRCAC believes it is in 
the best interest of the stakeholders we represent to work issues through the work group 
process.  He stated that his concern was the abandonment of a formal public c-plan 
review process in favor of a work group process that does not allow for a full and fair 
investigation, and does not fulfill his rights nor PWSRCAC’s obligations under the Oil 
Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90).  He said his concern centered on the documentation of 
the work group process.  He stated that he had requested documents that were 
considered in the work group process but none were provided to him.  He stated that 
this denied the citizens of Alaska the right to review those legal interpretations and 
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factual matters which affect their ability to preserve their rights under law.  In order to 
get definitive answers in the c-plan review process, he stated that it was important for 
the public to have full documentation of the interpretations reached in the c-plan work 
group process.   
 
Chad Bowechop, Ocean Policy Advisor of the Makah Tribal Council in Neah Bay, 
Washington, spoke via teleconference of John Allen’s recent visit to the Neah Bay Oil 
Spill Advisory Council. Bowechop commended PWSRCAC for its work and stated that the 
Makah Tribal Council and he personally would like to develop a working relationship 
with PWSRCAC. 
 
OPENING COMMENTS & ACTIVITY REPORTS – PWSRCAC COMMITTEES 
 
PORT OPERATIONS & VESSEL TRAFFIC SYSTEMS (POVTS):  Bob Jaynes (chair) reported 
that the committee had met on 10 occasions during 2007.  He said the committee did 
not have a maritime operations staff person for some time in 2007 until the hiring of 
Chris Jones later in the year, but despite that vacancy staff did a good job of keeping the 
committee operating during that time.  He commended Chris Jones for getting up to 
speed quickly on committee issues and for his excellent work in a short period of time. 
 
He said the committee’s focus and top priority was the tanker escort system, revisions 
to the tanker c-plan and the vessel escort response plan.  He reported that the 
committee had developed two RFPs: a rescue towing vessel analysis for Hinchinbrook 
Entrance and for a Prince William Sound tug escort analysis.  He said the committee was 
continuing its work on corrosion in the double-hull tankers.  He said the committee 
would be working with TOEM and OSPR on the VMT fire protection assets projects, the 
fire-fighting symposium, and would continue to monitor TAPS tanker incidents at 
committee meetings, regardless of their severity. 
 
He reported on a recent accident suffered by Bill Conley while working on his boat in 
Valdez. 
 
TERMINAL OPERATIONS & ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING COMMITTEE (TOEM):  
Bob Benda (chair) reported that the committee was in the process of rebuilding.  He said 
there had been three resignations.  The committee currently had only five members and 
was actively soliciting new members.  The committee was focusing on the non-
indigenous species project.   
 
SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE (SAC):  Dorothy Moore reported for SAC in the 
absence of chair Richard Tremaine.  She reported that the Long-Term Environmental 
Monitoring Program (LTEMP) was being reviewed by an independent contractor, and the 
project team and the committee were reviewing and addressing the recommendations of 
the independent contractor.   
 
She pointed out that a literature survey on dispersants was on the consent agenda.  The 
project’s goal is to provide SAC with information to discern research gaps on 
dispersants so it could provide direction for this project area for future efforts.  She 
reported that SAC and the hydrocarbon uptake and dispersant project teams were 
looking into combining these projects with the in situ burning project in order to form a 
larger toxicity effort.   
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She reported that at SAC’s November meeting the committee initially took a position of 
qualified support for a request from Rick Steiner for a National Academy of Science 
Review of Exxon’s oil spill science.  But after a review of the request by email, there were 
several concerns expressed about the time frame for such a large project and that the 
project proposal did not contain sufficient specific details for the committee to come to 
a decision.  Moore said the committee would revisit this at its January 31 meeting. 
 
OIL SPILL PREVENTION & RESPONSE COMMITTEE (OSPR): John French reported that 
the committee had been busy with work on c-plans and other projects, some in 
conjunction with other committees.  French said the response gap project was going 
forward and there would be a final report on it at the May meeting.  He also spoke of the 
encounter rate project that had some preliminary results that would bear close scrutiny 
and raised questions with regard to response capability, but the report was still in draft 
form and had not then undergone formal review.  The final report was expected on that 
project at the May meeting. 
  
On the tanker c-plans, French spoke to the issue raised by Tom Lakosh in his remarks.  
He stated that the project team had come to a “fork in the road” in the process where 
there were two options going forward. One option was to file a petition for informal 
review with ADEC.  The other option was a work group process to work through the 
specific conditions, as outlined in the draft letter to Larry Dietrick/ADEC that was on the 
agenda for approval.  He stated that the OSPR Committee agreed that there should be a 
record of the work group process, but the committee stopped short of Lakosh’s request 
for a completely open process. 
 
Walt Parker commented that he would not support the letter as presently drafted 
because of the “secretive” nature of the work group process. 
 
 
ALYESKA/SERVS ACTIVITY REPORTS 
 
VMT Report  
Barry Roberts led the Alyeska/SERVS activity reports with a report on activities at the 
Valdez Marine Terminal (VMT). 
 
He reviewed the milestones of 2007 and the plans and focus of work projects at the 
VMT for 2008. 
 
Specifically on the tank inspection program, Blake Johnson questioned Alyeska’s plan to 
delay tank inspections and some requests for extension of tank inspections that Roberts 
reported had been made to ADEC.  VMT Manager Kathy Zinn (via teleconference) 
confirmed that Alyeska did not plan to inspect Tanks 13 and 14 until 2012.  Becky 
Spiegel/ADEC stated that Alyeska had not requested an extension; rather it had 
informed ADEC that it would not be doing those tank inspections this year.  She stated 
that ADEC would be issuing a letter to Alyeska that afternoon outlining how to obtain 
department approval of the inspection schedule.  She confirmed that Tanks 13 and 14 
were scheduled for inspection in 2008. 

 
Greg Jones clarified that there was no request for extension to 30 years.  He stated that 
the latest request was based on the corrosion rate data and that it appeared more 
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appropriate to have a 14 year inspection on Tanks 14 and 15 because corrosion rates 
justified that data. 
 
SERVS 
Mike Meadors reported that SERVS’ 2007 safety performance had improved significantly 
over 2006 with only two minor recordables and four spills, the largest being between 
three or four gallons to land and some small hydraulic spills. 
 
He reported that SERVS had participated successfully in the BP drill, a nearshore 
exercise in the fall of 2007 in Cordova. 
 
Meadors stated that SERVS was happy with the technical manual to the tanker c-plan 
and thanked Ed Thompson for his work on that. 
 
Meadors reported that SERVS had completed all but approximately five of the 250 barge 
upgrades implemented under the Loss Prevention Program, had completed six 
emergency towing exercises and 43 tethering exercises, and had sent a survey to 
PWSRCAC for comments on SERVS’ working relationship.  Other activities during the 
year included open-water barge training, fishing vessel training, the health and safety 
fair, and the wildlife recovery training program. 
 
He stated that Alyeska/SERVS was committed to an open work environment and making 
sure that all employees and contractors were comfortable reporting problems and 
concerns. 
 
Recess: 10:10 a.m. – 10:40 a.m. 
 
OPENING COMMENTS – EX OFFICIOS 
 
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD (USCG):  
CPT Mark DeVries led the USCG report.  He reported that CDR Gifford had been 
promoted to Captain and would be reassigned and leaving Alaska in the first half of 
2008.  His replacement had not yet been named. 
 
DeVries explained that the USCG would be looking at an exercise in September 2008 that 
would involve the pollution response and preparedness exercise program, along with the 
new security program, and the exercise would explore the relationships in dealing with a 
spill that crossed more than one subzone. 
 
CDR Gifford reported that the USCG had been asked to look at the Automatic 
Identification System (AIS). He said the USCG had restricted the transmission which had 
resulted in less clear transmissions.  He said that the USCG was trying to get enhanced 
capability for PWSRCAC so AIS monitoring could continue in its Valdez office. 
 
He thanked Chris Jones and the POVTS committee for their ongoing work.  He thanked 
Donna Schantz and Chris Jones for their work on the fire-fighting symposium 
preparation. 
 
CDR Gifford noted that PWSRCAC’s RFP for a response tug for Hinchinbrook Entrance 
was not exploring the likelihood of such a casualty happening.  He urged the Board to 
reconsider and conduct a risk assessment on the likelihood of a power loss incident 
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happening at Hinchinbrook Entrance in the redundant system vessels.  John French 
countered that the Board, while not having generally debated the concept of a risk 
analysis, was not generally in favor of a piecemeal approach to risk assessment and 
would not be supportive of looking just at the Hinchinbrook probabilities if it was not 
part of a general risk assessment.  However, he felt PWSRCAC would be willing to 
discuss a Prince William Sound-wide risk assessment if the USCG were to propose one 
and could find the money to support it.  
 
ALASKA DEPT. OF NATURAL RESOURCES (ADNR):   
Scott Pexton complimented PWSRCAC on its website and the useful information it 
contains.  He reported that the executive council of the JPO agencies met in November 
and were updating some of their working agreements.  He also reported that the 
Alyeska’s boat launch project in the right-of-way on the Copper River had been 
completed.   
 
ALASKA DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION (ADEC):  
Ron Doyel reported that there were several items ongoing at the VMT.  He stated that 
the modifications Alyeska was making to the Ballast Water Treatment Facility (BWTF) 
involved both air quality and water quality permitting issues.  He said that, to date, 
there was no issue and there had been no plan submitted by Alyeska that would affect 
those permits directly, but ADEC was monitoring the modifications and the status.   
 
Doyel reported that ADEC had conducted a workshop with SERVS on January 16th to 
address the high wind contingency issues at the VMT and to iron out communications 
and notification problems and how a response would occur in those conditions.   
 
He reported that the VMT c-plan was in review and requests for additional information 
(RFAI) had been issued.  He stated that there were a lot of issues raised by Tom Lakosh.  
He announced that a letter would go out that day extending the public comment period 
by two weeks.  He deferred to John Kotula for more detail on these issues. 
 
John French pointed out that PWSRCAC had submitted a list of items important to 
discuss which were to have continuous improvement of the plan.  It would be the 
board’s decision later in the agenda whether to go forward with the workgroup process 
or informal review process. 
 
John Kotula (ADEC) stated that one of the reasons that the work group process was 
established with a steering committee, consisting of representatives from industry, 
ADEC, and PWSRCAC, was so that the group could look at the issues outstanding and 
address whatever the steering committee determined should be the next issue, based on 
a list of priorities.  He noted that when the steering committee has met, nothing has 
been ruled out.  He noted that PWSRCAC has an equal seat on the steering committee. 
 
ALASKA DIV. OF HOMELAND SECURITY & EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT (ADHSEM)  
Wanice Cowles reported that there had been many changes in personnel over the year 
and that the new director, John Madden, had put emphasis on outreach, preparedness 
training and exercise, both internally and externally.  She reported that ADHSEM had 
partnered with other state agencies to produce a calendar to reduce duplication of effort 
in preparedness training and exercises throughout the state.   
 
OIL SPILL RECOVERY INSTITUTE (OSRI) 
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Scott Pegau reported that OSRI was following its Science Plan, the principal component 
of which is ocean circulation and modeling it for oil spill response and ecological 
understanding of Prince William Sound.  He said OSRI had awarded a technology 
scholarship through the Kenai Peninsula College to try to encourage students into 
industries that are related to oil spill response.  OSRI had also awarded a technology 
education demonstration project to the Sea Life Center to encourage K-12 students to 
get involved in oil spill technology.   
 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT (BLM):   
Joe Hughes reported that at its quarterly meeting on corrosion (with PWSRCAC and 
Alyeska) BLM had looked at the new vapor control system at the BWTF.  A process safety 
meeting had followed and no problems were seen at that time that would prevent 
purging of the system. 
 
He commented that the cooperative process worked well and will continue on as they 
approach the air stripper phase of the project. 
 
OPENING COMMENTS – SHIPPERS 
 
ALASKA TANKER COMPANY (ATC) 
Tom Colby and Anil Mathur gave an overview of ATC’s performance over several years 
and its business activities in general. 
 
Colby stated that ATC would be unable to provide a vessel for the upcoming fire-
fighting symposium because of dry dock maintenance on some of its vessels that would 
result in a smaller ATC fleet and therefore less tonnage available in its system. 
 
Several board members congratulated ATC on its safety and environmental performance 
record.  French also expressed appreciation for ATC’s participation in the OSPR 
committee meetings. 
 
BP 
Jeff Johnson said he appreciated being able to attend PWSRCAC committee meetings.   
 
In response to other comments on the steering committee and work group process for 
the c-plan reviews, Johnson concurred with the comments of Kotula that the steering 
committee’s purpose is to identify issues and then the work group works through them. 
 
SEARIVER MARITIME 
Tom Blanchard gave a brief overview of the vessel assignments of SeaRiver Maritime’s 
TAPS fleet.  He reported that a fuel additive was being added to its vessels to cut down 
smokestack opacity emissions.  He also reported that 2007 was the best performance 
year for SeaRiver and that it had received several awards. 
 
CONOCO PHILLIPS/POLAR TANKERS 
Kris O’Connor introduced Ralph Rohena who announced that the company’s Alaska 
operations were now officially Polar Tankers, Inc., and that there had been some 
changes in personnel as a result.  He stated that Polar was putting together an 
environmental compliance plan that would dovetail with the USCG’s self-reporting 
program and defining how the company plans to prevent incidents, conduct proper 
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compliance audits, and how to get people on site to call in anonymously if they see 
violations.  
  
He reported that there had been one reportable incident of a stern-tube leak that 
resulted in a sheen.   The leak was contained, repaired, and Polar has a program to 
watch over the repair.  He added that nothing further has occurred to date. 
   
He announced that Kris O’Connor would be leaving the company and Monty Morgan 
would take over her duties.  In addition, Fred Lejeune would be responsible for Polar 
Tankers’ response activities. 
 
Kris O’Connor said farewell to the Board. 
 
Lunch Recess: 12:15-1:23 p.m. 
 
PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
Patience Andersen Faulkner reported that she had met with the c-plan project team. She 
said that attending the meetings had been helpful to her in understanding the complex 
documents and the importance of the process to shipping and Alyeska.  She said she 
had also participated with the LAC committee, the Finance Committee, and attended the 
Executive Committee meetings that were held about every three weeks.  She also met 
with Alyeska at the joint executives’ meeting in November.  Faulkner said the new 
Education Committee had new ideas for getting people involved.  She commended staff 
for their assistance and diligence. 
 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT (2-1) 
(A written Executive Director’s Report by John Devens was included in the meeting 
notebook as Item 2-1.  Devens was absent from the meeting because of illness.  Director 
of Programs, Donna Schantz, sat in for Devens during the meeting and supplemented 
the written report. ) 
 
Schantz reported that Project Manager Roy Robertson was invited to sit on a technical 
panel for the Washington Oil Spill Advisory Council and had been invited by the 
Response Planning Group (RPG) to go to the OHMSETT facility to observe high speed 
skimmers.  Schantz welcomed Cathy Hart to the Board.  She also spoke of the loss to the 
Board of Stan Stephens’ knowledge and insight, but said Stan would continue to be 
involved as a concerned citizen with PWSRCAC’s work and mission on other levels. 
 
NOMINATIONS FOR VACANT AT-LARGE SEAT 
Noting the vacancy in the member-at-large seat on the Executive Committee caused by 
the resignation of Stan Stephens from the Board, Faulkner invited nominations to fill 
that open member-at-large seat: 
 
 Nancy Bird nominated Dorothy Moore.  
 John French nominated Jane Eisemann. 
 
There being no more nominations, Faulkner declared nominations closed and 
announced that the election would be held the following day, in accordance with the 
Board’s past practice.  
 
CONSENT AGENDA (3-1, 3-2) 
The following items were on the consent agenda: 
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3-1 Alternative Response Technologies Request for Proposals 

• To delegate to the Executive Committee authority to approve contractor selection 
and contracting RFP 900.2008.01 “Literature Search Dispersants and Alternative 
Technologies” in an amount not to exceed $40,000. 

 
3-2 Corrosion on Double Hulls – Deferring Project to 2009 

• To approve transfer of $80,000 from the budget for corrosion in double hulls to 
the contingency fund. 

 
Johnson moved to approve the consent agenda.  Heddell seconded, and the motion 
passed by unanimous consent. 
 
INCIDENT REPORT UPDATE FOR 2007 
Project Assistant Jacquelyn Olson presented a summary of incidents reported to 
PWSRCAC that occurred in the year 2007.  The reported incidents included oil spill, 
fires, malfunctions causing shutdowns, navigational closures, and tanker or escort 
problems.  The report also included terminal and tanker statistics about transits, 
quantities of oil load; ballast water treated and discharged, and air emissions data at the 
VMT.  (This was an information-only item) 
 
LONG-RANGE PLAN APPROVAL (4-2) 
Jane Eisemann presented the Long-Range Plan (LRP) for approval and thanked the 
members of the committee who had worked on the plan.  A draft proposed LRP was 
included in the meeting notebook as Item 4-2. 
 
Burch moved to approve the Five Year Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years 2009-2013 as 
developed and finalized for consideration by the Board at the January 23, 2008 work 
session. Moore seconded, and the motion passed by unanimous consent.  
 
Eisemann noted that the LRP work session had gone very well and there had been some 
excellent discussion within the group.  She encouraged everyone to attend next year’s 
work session. 
 
VALDEZ MARINE TERMINAL MAINTENANCE SURVEY REPORT APPROVAL (4-3) 
Project Manager Tom Kuckertz gave an overview and presented a report on Project 504.  
This was a project which sought to verify that maintenance required of each facility and 
subsystem of the VMT (that was of concern to PWSRCAC) had been identified by means 
of a maintenance process or was otherwise equivalent to Alyeska’s Reliability Centered 
Maintenance (RCM) paradigm.  A copy of the report was included in the meeting 
notebook as Item 4-3, and a copy of the presentation was distributed as a handout. 
 
Recommendations in the report included: 
 

• That the JPO continue to monitor the Alyeska VMT RCM maintenance 
management program and facilitate its emulation elsewhere in the TAPS 
operation. 

• That PWSRCAC staff continue to monitor the Alyeska VMT RCM maintenance 
management program for changes in trends. 

• That Alyeska publish its maintenance activities in professional journals and make 
presentations at appropriate technical conferences. 
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• Preserve the vision of the current VMT Maintenance Manager such that having the 
VMT total maintenance program being considered an innovative “World Class” 
marine terminal maintenance program. 

 
Alyeska’s Roberts commented that Alyeska was pleased with the report.  He noted that 
the new maintenance manager at the VMT was only a temporary assignment.   
 
JPO’s Joe Hughes assured the Board that the JPO would continue its monitoring and that 
Alyeska had committed to following it. 
 
Bird moved to accept the contractor report entitled, “Review of the VMT Maintenance 
Program,” as meeting the terms and conditions of contract 504.08.01 and for 
distribution.  Levasseur seconded, and the motion passed without objection. 
 
PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND ICE DETECTION RADAR REPORT APPROVAL (4-4) 
Tom Kuckertz gave a history of the ice radar project and an overview of a report 
commissioned with the original contractor C-CORE to assess and report on the current 
status and capabilities of the ice radar system.  A copy of the report and a briefing sheet 
were included in the meeting notebook as Item 4-4, and a copy of the presentation was 
distributed as a handout. 

 
CDR Gifford explained USCG’s efforts to get the ice detection radar signal into the 
Vessel Traffic Center, including a funding a request for upgrades.  A general discussion 
followed on the system, its use and possible upgrades. 
 
Bird moved to accept the contractor report titled “Ice Radar Processor for PWS – 
Summary of Configuration and Benefits” as meeting the terms and conditions of 
contract 653.07.01 and for distribution.  Heddell seconded, and the motion passed 
without objection. 
 
PRESENTATION ON OIL SPILL RESPONSE PRIZE & INNOCENTIVE PROGRAM  
Scott Pegau of the Prince William Sound Science Center Oil Spill Recovery Institute made 
a presentation on the Oil Spill Prize and the InnoCentive program undertaken by OSRI. 
 
French commented that, even if PWSRCAC does not partner with OSRI on an InnoCentive 
challenge in the future, it should consider using the approach on its own challenge 
development. 
 
Recess:  3:15 – 3:30 p.m. 
 
PRESENTATION ON OIL SPILL CONTAINMENT SITE VERIFICATION (4-6) 
Joe Hughes introduced a presentation by Rhonda Williams of observations from an over-
flight of oil spill containment sites along the TAPS corridor that were impacted by the 
floods in October 2006.  As reported in the briefing sheet 4-6, the majority of these sites 
were of particular interest to PWSRCAC due to the potential of oil reaching the Copper 
River and it tributaries in the event of a TAPS spill.  The purpose was to verify the 
viability of the containment sites that were impacted, whether the impacts had any 
negative aspects to the response tactics, and to confirm that the sites were still viable. 
 
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE REPORT (4-9) 
A report on legislative action was introduced by Director of External Affairs, Stan Jones.  
On the state level, Jones stated that PWSRCAC was monitoring HB 289, a bill introduced 
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to fix the Alaska Department of Labor’s recent determination that fishing vessel 
captains should pay unemployment insurance for its crew members during drills and 
training.  PWSRCAC’s interest in the issue was the impact to the fishing vessel response 
program if boat captains pulled out of the program because of the costs and paperwork 
involved in complying with this change in state tax laws. 
 
Doug Mertz joined the meeting via teleconference and gave an overview of the issue and 
an update from Juneau.  He explained that HB 289 was introduced to fix the problems 
with fishing vessels which are contracted for oil spill response.  The Alaska Dept. of 
Labor had decided that unemployment insurance applies to practicing for and actually 
responding to oil spills.  In other instances, fishing vessels were exempt from 
unemployment insurance.   HB289 would exempt crew members from the tax when in a 
drill or in an actual response.  Mertz reported that the first committee hearing on the 
bill had been held the previous day and the measure had received a lot of support so far 
and not much objection, but the federal government had yet to weigh in.   
 
Mertz reported that there were several bills left over from the previous session in which 
PWSRCAC had an interest in monitoring.  He said ADEC would like an increase in the oil 
production surcharge that funds the activities of ADEC’s Spill Prevention and Response 
Division.  Rep. Les Gara had introduced a bill to raise that, but Mertz said the Governor’s 
Office was discouraging agencies from getting out in front on bills and ADEC was 
therefore not lobbying for this issue, even though the increase in the surcharge was 
critical to ADEC’s budget.  He said there was some opposition from others in the 
Legislature because it would be borne by the oil companies and producers, even though 
a great deal of expenditures are because of events caused by non-oil producers.  Mertz 
said PWSRCAC would simply have to continue to monitor these bills. 
(Steve Lewis arrived at 3:55 p.m.) 
 
On ADEC’s budget in general, Mertz reported almost no changes from the previous year 
and it was expected to be non-controversial.   
 
The Board took up a general discussion of HB 289 and related issues.  Velsko reported 
that he had testified at the hearing and it had been apparent that the legislators did not 
have the information on the number of boats involved and the impact to the fishing 
vessel response program if boat owners were to pull out because of increased the costs 
to be part of the program.   
 
Johnson suggested a companion bill be introduced in the Senate.  
 
Bird moved that PWSRCAC take a position supporting an exemption from 
unemployment insurance taxes for fishing vessel crew members participating in SERVS 
response drills and exercises.  Burch seconded, and the motion passed without 
objection. 
 
Burch indicated he would contact Sen. Gary Stevens for introduction of a companion 
Senate bill.  Steve Lewis offered to craft a submittal to the Legislature from the fishing 
vessel program communities of PWSRCAC. 
 
(A meeting of LAC was scheduled for the 1/29/08 week.) 
 
For the Good of the Order 
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Item 4-7 - PWS Tanker Escort System Update was deferred to following day’s agenda. 
 
TANKER CPLAN REQUEST FOR INFORMAL REVIEW (4-13) 
Project Manager Linda Swiss made a presentation and updated the Board on the 2007 
tanker c-plan approval and Tom Lakosh’s Request for Informal Review to ADEC. 
 
Swiss outlined the commitments contained in ADEC’s condition of approval and the 
remaining areas of concern for PWSRCAC.  A briefing sheet was included in the meeting 
notebook (Item 4-13), and a draft letter to Larry Dietrick, ADEC Director, was included as 
Attachment 4-13E to the briefing sheet and outlined PWSRCAC’s 10 remaining areas of 
concern.  The board was asked whether to continue to participate in the steering 
committee process to address PWSRCAC’s 10 areas of concern or to support Tom 
Lakosh’s Request for Informal Review. 
 
Swiss reported that the project team and OSPR recommended that the letter 
(Attachment 4-13E) be sent to Larry Dietrick and believed that it was more advantageous 
to address PWSRCAC’s outstanding issues through the collaborative work group process 
that began with the steering committee in December 2007.  She added that PWSRCAC 
believed it was in the best interests of its stakeholders to work the issues through the 
work group process.  Swiss pointed out that if the steering committee could commit to 
address the issues of concern to PWSRCAC, then the letter, as drafted, could be sent out.  
If the steering committee could not commit to address these issues, then it would be up 
to the Board to determine further action.  Swiss pointed out that, based on comments to 
the Board earlier in the meeting from Kotula/ADEC and Jeff Johnson/RPG, it appeared 
PWSRCAC’s issues were still on the table. 
 
Johnson moved to approve and send the draft letter (4-13E) to Larry Dietrick/ ADEC 
providing additional comments on Tom Lakosh’s Request for Informal Review of the 
2007 tanker c-plan.  Lewis seconded.  Discussion followed. 
 
Walt Parker acknowledged Lakosh’s concerns that the steering committee deliberations 
were circumventing an open public process and offered the following amendment to 
the last sentence of the next to last full paragraph on page 2:   “… and the results and 
minutes of the work group process be distributed to all stakeholders.”  Bird seconded the 
amendment.  
 
Velsko offered a second amendment to the same inserted language: Change 
“distributed” to “made available.”   This amendment was accepted by the maker of the 
first amendment. 
 
French offered the following amendment to the end of the inserted language:   To add 
[…. distributed to all stakeholders] “and the general public.” 
 
French said it was important that some record of the deliberations of the work group 
process be taken and be available so development of changes to the c-plan could be 
seen.  Parker concurred that the process should be as open as possible. 
 
The amendments passed in total (Lewis opposed.) 
The main motion passed, as amended.  (Lewis opposed.) 
 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
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An executive session was scheduled on the agenda at this time.   
 
It was moved, seconded, and unanimously carried to go into executive session to 
discuss Item 4-10 - Scientific Advisory Committee Member Appointment and an update 
from legal counsel on PWSRCAC’s amicus curiae brief on Exxon’s appeal of the punitive 
damage award in the EVOS Litigation to the United States Supreme Court.   
 
Recess 
The open session recessed at 4:55 p.m. 
 
Friday, January 25, 2008 
 
CALL BACK TO ORDER 

President Faulkner called the meeting back to order on Friday, January 25, 2008, at 9:00 
a.m.  There were 13 voting directors present at the time of the roll call (Allen, Burch, 
Duffy, Eisemann, Faulkner, French, Hart, Heddell, Johnson, Levasseur, Lewis, Parker, and 
Velsko) and two non-voting (Evanoff for Kompkoff, and Malutin for Nestic).  Moore 
joined the meeting immediately after the roll call at 9:05 a.m. 

Ballots were distributed for the election of the vacant member-at-large seat on the 
Executive Committee.  Faulkner directed all voting directors to mark their ballots and 
the ballots were collected by staff. 
 
REPORT ON EXECUTIVE SESSION  
Faulkner reported that in executive session the Board had discussed PWSRCAC’s amicus 
curiae brief to the United States Supreme Court in the EVOS Litigation appeal, but there 
was no action to be taken by the Board at that time.  Faulkner reported that the Board 
had also discussed the appointment of a new committee member to the Scientific 
Advisory Committee (SAC) and that the Board was now ready to take action on that 
item: 
 
SAC APPOINTMENT (4-10) 
French moved to appoint Mark Udevitz to the Scientific Advisory Committee for the 
remainder of the two-year term which will expire May 2009.  The motion was seconded 
and carried without objection. 
 
This concluded the report on the executive session. 
 
For the Good of the Order 
For the record, Barry Roberts corrected an error printed in a chart in the c-plan renewal 
on crude oil tank inspections that was referred to the previous day.  Tank 3’s next 
inspection should read year 2025 in Table 2-9 not 2026. 
  
PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND TANKER ESCORT SYSTEM UPDATE (4-7) 
Project Manager Chris Jones gave an update on the Prince William Sound tanker escort 
system and the request for proposals (RFP) issued for the Hinchinbrook Entrance vessel 
analysis for which responses were due on February 29th.  A detailed briefing sheet and a 
copy of the RFP for the vessel analysis were included in the meeting notebook as Item 4-
7. 
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Jones went through in detail the remaining risk factors identified by PWSRCAC as part 
of its review of the 2007 tanker c-plan renewal as follows: 

• Valdez Arm traffic separation scheme – one way zone. 
• Lack of reliable oceanographic data (such as the S/B Pride incident where wind 

speeds were approximately double those reported because of barrier jets). 
• Inadequate BAT analysis for the escort system in 2007 c-plan. 
• Industry/regulator goal of compliance vs. improvement. 
• OPA 90 single hull tanker/escort requirement phase-out. 

 
Jones noted that responses to the RFP were due on February 29th and an award would be 
announced March 24th.  If the bid came in higher than the $60,000 budget, then 
additional funding requests would require Board action. 
  
A general discussion followed on the remaining risk factors.  Steve Lewis pointed out 
that the Board should be prepared for the possibility that the analysis may result in a 
vessel that is different from anything currently in Prince William Sound. 
 
CDR Gifford noted that there was a lot of regulatory inertia to overcome in establishing 
a one-way zone.  He said that having a risk analysis would ease some of questions and 
strengthen PWSRCAC’s case for the Hinchinbrook vessel.   
French countered that PWSRCAC did a risk assessment in the mid-1990s which did not 
produce a very satisfactory product, despite PWSRCAC having contributed considerable 
funds to the cost.  He added that the Board had taken a position which provided certain 
parameters it would like to see on any risk assessment that is done now, but questioned 
how USCG would see such an endeavor going forward.  If USCG wanted to go forward 
and could come up with a budget/funds from a third party, then PWSRCAC would be 
interested but was reluctant to foot the cost of another risk assessment itself given the 
unsatisfactory product from the previous one.  CDR Gifford added that the component 
that was missing was the “likelihood” part of the assessment.  If USCG had information 
that looked at the likelihood of the catastrophic failure events occurring, it would 
strengthen PWSRCAC’s case for any measures it wanted to put into place to mitigate it. 
 
Burch asked that an executive summary of the bid responses be sent to the Board prior 
to any board poll or teleconference on the issue. 
(This was an information-only item) 
 
Recess: 10:26-10:35 a.m. 
 
RESULTS OF ELECTION 
Faulkner announced that Jane Eisemann was elected to the member-at-large seat on the 
Executive Committee for the remainder of the term. 
 
UPDATE ON THE VMT C-PLAN REVIEW (4-14) 
Project Manager Linda Swiss and Susan Harvey of Harvey Consulting updated the board 
on the Valdez Marine Terminal c-plan renewal.  A briefing sheet was included in the 
meeting notebook at Item 4-14, along with PWSRCAC’s draft comments in response to 
ADEC’s Request for Additional Information.  Harvey briefly reviewed PWSRCAC’s 
comments (cited in 4-14 briefing sheet). 
 
Harvey pointed out that ADEC may issue a second Request for Additional Information 
and PWSRCAC may need to revise its comments. 
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(This was an information-only item.) 
 
NESHAP-OLD PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION WITHDRAWAL (4-15) 
Project Manager Tom Kuckertz and Susan Harvey of Harvey Consulting presented a 
request for withdrawal of PWSRCAC’s pending Petition for Reconsideration of the EPA’s 
NESHAP-OLD rule-making regulations affecting the VMT Ballast Water Treatment 
Facility.  This request was based on Alyeska’s voluntary reconfiguration of the Ballast 
Water Treatment Facility (BWTF), demonstration of significant reduction in hazardous 
air pollutant (HAP) emissions from the BWTF, and Alyeska’s commitment to also 
address emissions from the dissolved air floatation (DAF) cells and its ballast treatment 
tanks (BTTs). 
 
Following the update, a general discussion followed.  Lewis pointed out that the hole in 
the emissions regulations still existed, whether Alyeska had fixed a specific problem at 
the BWTF or not.  He said it was his belief that the regulatory loophole on these types of 
emissions should be closed for future terminals or terminal facilities that may be built. 
 
Legal counsel Walker opined that staying the course on the petition for reconsideration 
may not necessarily close the loophole, and that PWSRCAC may in fact end up with a 
ruling adverse to what it wanted.  He recommended that the reconsideration be 
withdrawn because PWSRCAC had accomplished everything that it had asked for 
through negotiation with Alyeska and Alyeska’s good will.  It was also noted Stan 
Stephens had already stipulated to dismiss his separate Petition for Review litigation. 
 
Harvey pointed out to the Board that there was presently no regulatory rule on 
emissions from the BWTF and there would be none if PWSRCAC withdrew its petition. 
 
Johnson said he would follow legal counsel’s advice but appreciated Lewis’s comment.  
He also noted that Alyeska management could and does change and that commitments 
made by Alyeska management at the present time could change in the future. 
 
Levasseur recognized that Alyeska had stepped up to the plate on this issue and that 
the Board should recognize this effort.   
 
Joe Hughes noted that the systems were in place and would now have to be maintained 
by Alyeska.  He added that JPO would be monitoring it. 
 
Bird moved to authorize withdrawal of PWSRCAC’s Petition for Reconsideration 
regarding the NESHAP-OLD now pending with the EPA .  Heddell seconded.  The motion 
passed (Lewis and Eisemann opposed.) 
 
BLM’s Joe Hughes stated that this new BWTF system was now part of the VMT design 
basis.  To make changes to the design basis, Alyeska would have to petition BLM to 
make those changes.  In order for BLM to approve a change, it would have to do an 
environmental assessment on that change under National Environmental Protection Act 
(NEPA).  BLM cannot approve anything that will degrade the environment, so a change in 
the system allowing vapors to escape would be in direct conflict with NEPA.  He added 
that BLM could not approve “going backwards” now that it had approved the 
installation.  Whether EPA makes a change or not under NESHAP-OLD, Alyeska will have 
to collect vapors from the 90s tanks henceforward. 
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Bird said that the Board should celebrate its successes and recognize how incredibly 
PWSRCAC had turned this issue around. 
 
PRESENTATION ON PWSRCAC EDUCATION WORKING GROUP (4-8) 
Outreach Coordinator Linda Robinson presented an overview of the new education 
working group, the results of its first meeting, and upcoming events with education 
opportunities. 
 
Lewis said PWSRCAC should broaden its focus of education into the community at large 
and suggested the Board prepare a bylaw amendment to reinstitute an education and 
outreach committee under the same guidelines as its other standing committees. 
 
Discussion followed and included the possibility of getting post-secondary education 
credit or accreditation of an internship. 
 
Lewis moved to direct staff to prepare a briefing sheet and an analysis of the history 
and requirements for an education and outreach committee and to prepare a bylaw 
amendment to create such a committee for consideration at the May meeting.  Bird 
seconded, and the motion passed unanimous consent. 
 
PRESENTATION ON CALIFORNIA’S COSCO BUSAN OIL SPILL (4-11) 
Bob Flint of the OSPR Committee gave an overview and his personal observations of the 
Cosco Busan oil spill that occurred in San Francisco Bay on November 7, 2007.  Mr. Flint 
was a member of the O’Brien’s Group which was the response contractor team for the 
spill. (This was an information only item.) 
 
For the Good of the Order 
4-12 PWSRCAC Regional Public Opinion Survey and 4-16 Massachusetts Oil Spill Act 
Update were deferred to May meeting. 
 
CONSIDERATION OF CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS 
None. 
 
CLOSING COMMENTS 
John French encouraged staff to look at an alternative location and a competitive 
process for the Anchorage January meeting. 
 
Regrets were expressed for the resignation of Stan Stephens and the loss to the Board of 
his institutional knowledge of PWSRCAC.  
 
Cathy Hart was welcomed.  Also welcomed was pending new member Iver Malutin. 
 
Tom Lakosh spoke against the council’s decision the previous day to continue with a 
work group process for continuing with the tanker c-plan review. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting adjourned at 12:55 p.m. 
 
 
      
Secretary 
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